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PERSONAL STATEMENT

I am currently a student studying at boa stage and screen with
the aspiration of becoming a professional sound operator within
the industry. The years of dedication I have put into my course of
broadcast media and production has allowed me to pick up great
transferable skills which have developed my knowledge and work
etiquette within the industry. My role as a sound operator plays a
major factor in a successful production, so I believe I should
maintain a positive and a polished attitude whilst on  and off set. 

Freelance video for government website - Alison Grade

This project was a government freelancing website aimed at
teenagers in the in the film industry to help them decide between
freelancing and full employment. On this project I worked in the
BOND where we created the content and edited it with a
professional editor. I was in charge of sound and camera,
gathering all of the shots at the right angles and setting up sound
on the cameras and sound recorder. 

A cup of coffee and a spoonful of mistakes- YouTube series

On this project I played the character of Jimmy 2 who had a major
role on the plot of the first episode, I also boom operated the
whole production. Using the skills I learnt at BOA stage and
screen we created a production which was entered into the
Birmingham Film Festival. This project was created in a short
period of time which developed my experience in editing and
allowed me to understand the pressure of working towards a
deadline 

Birmingham Film and TV Market 

For the Birmingham Film and TV market I worked along side a
producer of Zero Gravity Management where I listened and gave
feedback on pitches for upcoming movies and series. 
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